Multi-exponential relaxation analysis with MR imaging and NMR spectroscopy using fat-water systems.
This study was undertaken to evaluate the feasibility of multiexponential relaxation data analysis to MR imaging techniques. The first part of this study contains accurate relaxation time measurements performed on a conventional spectrometer. In the second part, essentially the same measuring techniques were applied but now on standard whole body MR imaging equipment. T2 relaxation was measured using multi-echo techniques, T1 relaxation using multiple inversion recovery measurements. Manganese chloride solutions were used for verification of the single exponential model. Water and fat mixtures were considered for multi-exponentiality. Pure fat showed an intrinsic two-exponentiality in T1 and T2 relaxation. Mixtures of fat and water were analyzed and could at best be characterized by two exponentials, although at least three exponentials were known to be present. From the two-exponential fit the relative amounts of fat and water were calculated and compared with the mixture composition. Statistical criteria are discussed to discriminate between single and double exponential behavior in relaxation curves. It is concluded that the time consuming IR measurements for the determination of multiple T1 relaxation are not applicable in a clinical environment. Multiple T2 relaxation can be determined in a reasonable amount of time using multiple echo measurements in one image acquisition. It is shown that the observed values of T1 and T2 from tissues with intrinsic multiexponential relaxation behavior, measured with MR imaging or MR relaxation techniques on a whole-body imager or a conventional spectrometer, depend strongly on the way the experiments are set up and on the model accepted for data analysis.